Introduction
The study of the geometry of the usual Lie algebroid
with a metrical structure g = g ij dp i ⊗ dp j ∈ T 2 0 (V T T * M, τ T * M , T * M ) , was extensively examined by geometers and physicists in the framework of generalized Hamilton space. (see [15] ). We know that a regular Hamiltonian on T * M is a smooth function T * M H − − → R such that the Hessian matrix with entries
is everywhere nondegenerate. If the metrical structure of a generalized Hamilton space is determined by a regular Hamiltonian, then we obtain the Hamilton space. The concept of Hamilton, introduced by R. Miron in [14, 13] , vas intesinvely studied in [6, 7, 8, 10, 16, 17, . ..] and it has been succesful as a geometric theory of the Hamiltonian fundamental function, the fundamental entity in Mechanics and Physics. In the general framework of generalized Lie algebroids, the geometry of the Hamilton fundamental function has been developed in the paper [3] .
If H is square of a function on T * M, positively, 1-homogeneous with respect to the momentum p i , then an important class of Hamilton spaces, called by use Cartan spaces, were introduced by R. Miron [11, 12] . The geometry of Cartan space is a subgeometry of the geometry of the Lie algebroid
Important contributions to the geometry of Cartan spaces were obtained E. Cartan [5] and A. Kawaguchi [9] , ...
The study of the metrizability in the general framework of generalized Lie algebroids was extensively studied in the papers [1, 4] . Using a generalized Lie algebroid, we obtain the Lie algebroid generalized tangent bundle (ρ, η) T * E, (ρ, η) τ * E ,
Preliminaries
Let Vect, Liealg, Mod, Man and B v be the category of real vector spaces, Lie algebras, modules, manifolds and vector bundles respectively.
We know that if (E, π, M ) ∈ |B v | , Γ (E, π, M ) = {u ∈ Man (M, E) : u • π = Id M } and F (M ) = Man (M, R) , then (Γ (E, π, M ) , +, ·) is a F (M )-module. If (ϕ, ϕ 0 ) ∈ B v ((E, π, M ) , (E ′ , π ′ , M ′ )) such that ϕ 0 ∈ Iso Man (M, M ′ ) , then, using the operation Let M, N ∈ |Man| , h ∈ Iso Man (M, N ) and η ∈ Iso Man (N, M ). We know (see [1, 3, 4] ) that if (F, ν, N ) ∈ |B v | so that there exists GLA 1 . the equality holds good
In particular, if h = Id M = η, then we obtain the definition of the Lie algebroid. Let (F, ν, N ) , [, ] F,h , (ρ, η) be an generalized Lie algebroid.
• Locally, for any α, β ∈ 1, p, we set [
The real local functions L γ αβ , α, β, γ ∈ 1, p will be called the structure functions of the generalized Lie algebroid (F, ν, N ) , [, ] F,h , (ρ, η) .
• We assume the following diagrams:
where i,ĩ ∈ 1, m and α ∈ 1, p.
zĩ.
• We assume that (θ, µ)
for any f ∈ F (N ) and κ ∈ N.
The coefficients ρ i α respectively θĩ α change to ρ í α´r espectively θĩά´according to the rule:
.
Remark 2.1
The following equalities hold good:
is a split to the left in the previous exact sequence. Its components satisfy the law of transformation
In the particular case of Lie algebroids, (η, h) = (Id M , Id M ) , we obtain
In the classical case, (ρ,
The kernel of the
and is called the horizontal vector subbundle. We remark that the horizontal and the vertical vector subbundles are interior differential systems (see [2] ) of the Lie algebroid generalized tangent bundle
We put the problem of finding a base for the F * E -module
which satisfies the following conditions:
Then we obtain the sections
such that their law of change is a tensorial law under a change of vector fiber charts. 
Moreover, if (ρ, η) Γ is the (ρ, η)-connection associated to a connection Γ (see [1] ), then we obtain
where * δ i ,∂ a is the adapted base for the
Let (dz α , dp a ) be the natural dual
This is determined by the equations
We consider the problem of finding a base for the F * E -module
of the type δp a = θ aα dz α + ω b a dp b , a ∈ 1, r which satisfies the following conditions:
We obtain the sections (3.17) δp a = − (ρ, η) Γ aα dz α + dp a , a ∈ 1, r.
such that their changing rule is tensorial under a change of vector fiber charts. The base (dz α , δp a ) will be called the adapted dual (ρ, η)-base.
Tensor d-fields. Distinguished linear (ρ, η)-connections
We consider the following diagram:
be the F * E -module of tensor fields by ( p,r q,s )-type from the generalized tangent bundle
E .
An arbitrarily tensor field T is written by the form:
be the tensor fields algebra of generalized tangent bundle (ρ,
the components of product tensor field T 1 ⊗ T 2 are the products of local components of
Therefore, we obtain
E be the family of tensor fields
for which there exists 
are tensor d-fields.
and let
be a covariant (ρ, η)-derivative for the tensor algebra of generalized tangent bundle
which preserves the horizontal and vertical IDS by parallelism. (see [2] )
(U ) and determined by the following equalities:
E which will be called the
The components of a distinguished linear connection * H, * V will be denoted *
E , then its components satisfy the change relations:
Corollary 4.1 In the particular case of Lie algebroids,
In the classical case, (ρ, η, h) = (Id T E , Id M , Id M ) , we obtain that the components of a distinguished linear connection (H, V ) verify the change relations: 
and for any
we obtain the formula: 
The (ρ, η)-(pseudo)metrizability
We consider the following diagram: 
, * E will be called pseudometrical structure if its components are symmetric and the matrices g αβ * u x and g ab * u x are nondegenerate, for any point *
Moreover, if the matrices g αβ * u x and g ab * u x has constant signature, then the tensor d-field G will be called metrical structure.
Let 
(U ) , then we will say that the (pseudo)metrical structure
is a Riemannian (pseudo)metrical structure.
If only the condition is verified:
we will say that the (pseudo)metrical structure G is a Riemannian H-(pseudo)metrical structure respectively a Riemannian V-(pseudo)metrical structure. Definition 5.3 If around each point x ∈ M there exists a local vector m + rchart U, * s U and a local m-chart (U, ξ U ) such that g αβ • * s −1
is a Minkowski (pseudo)metrical structure.
, then we will say that the (pseudo)metrical structure G is a Minkowski H-(pseudo)metrical structure respectively a Minkowski V-(pseudo)metrical structure.
Definition 5.4 If there exists a (pseudo)metrical structure
Condition (5.1) is equivalent with the following equalities:
If g αβ|γ =0 and g ab |γ = 0, then we will say that the vector bundle
If g αβ | c =0 and g ab | c = 0, then we will say that the vector bundle
δp b is a (pseudo)metrical structure, then the following real local functions:
are components of a distinguished linear (ρ, η)-connection such that the generalized tan-
Corollary 5.1 In the particular case of Lie algebroids, (η, h) = (Id M , Id M ) , then we obtain
In the classicale case, (ρ, η, h) = (Id T E , Id M , Id M ) , then we obtain
with the Berwald linear (ρ, η)-connection in the previous theorem, then the local real functions:
are the components of a distinguished linear (ρ, η)-connection such that the generalized
Moreover, if the (pseudo)metrical structure G is H-and V-Riemannian, then the local real functions:
Corollary 5.2 In the particular case of Lie algebroids, (η, h) = (Id M , Id M ) , then we obtain
If the (pseudo)metrical structure G is H-and V-Riemannian, then
In the classicale case, (ρ, η, h) = (Id T E , Id M , Id M ) , then we obtain 
and let 
is a (pseudo)metrical structure, then the real local functions: (U ) \ * 0 x , then we will say that the Hamiltonian H is regular. 
